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“Every science requires a special language, 
because every science has its own ideas.”

Étienne Bonnot de Condillac, 1752
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Ronald Stuart Burt
University of Chicago

“It is hardly possible to overrate the value...of placing human beings in contact with persons dissimilar to 
themselves…Such communication [is] one of the primary sources of progress.”  - Stuart Stuart Mill (1909)

1992

Structural Holes



Cultural Holes

2010

Common Culture
(shared meanings, tastes, interests)

-  enables ties between individuals 
and institutions

-  when absent, ‘holes’ exist
-  social actors may be structurally 

close but far away in ‘matters of 
concern’
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How do we model the communicative burden 
imposed by cultural holes?
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Methods

•  Model of optimal communication

•  Penalty for communicating across language sets

•  Operationalize building blocks of model



assumption: language of each scientific field is optimized based on frequency of phrases  

Χ ~ space of all phrases

Pi Pi

Pi ~ probability distribution over χi with values x   Χ  

- writer chooses phrases with probability pi(x)

- optimal codeword has length 

expected message length: 



expected message length: 

cross entropy

Pi Pj

efficiency of communication

cultural hole
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    345 years  

  8,000,000 full text articles�
    500,000 unique authors



1.  Identify the disciplinary boundaries 
using citation patterns. Select the 60 
largest research areas for study.�



The map equation 

Rosvall and Bergstrom (2008) PNAS
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Cultural Information

“The phrase frequency distribution for each scholarly 
field was assembled using the empirical frequency of 
each triplet of consecutive words (trigram).”

trigrams:  the phrase frequency, phrase frequency distribution…
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scientific field!

Social Sciences!

Biological Sciences!
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3. Cluster according to citation distance 
or communication cost using UPGMA.



Method: hierarchical clustering (UPGMA) on the average shortest 
citation path between fields 

Citation clustering



Jargon  Citation











Decay in communication efficiency
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within biological sciences
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social sciences reading biology
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biology reading social sciences
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within biological sciences
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Step 1:  Compute x-y position of each discipline based on 
mean citation distance between disciplines.

Mapping ‘cultural holes’

- principle coordinate analysis (PCoA), dissimilarity matrix uses average shortest path
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Step 1:  Compute x-y position of each discipline based on 
mean citation distance between disciplines.

Mapping ‘cultural holes’

- principle coordinate analysis (PCoA), dissimilarity matrix uses average shortest path

Step 2:  Map jargon barriers on to the z-axis 



Jargon distance
Weighting function

Map height

where











Field 1 Field 2 Field 3

Jargon Barrier

Jargon Barrier

Mapping Jargon in Science 



paper screening

information retrieval



Summary

•  Modeled communication barriers for spanning ‘cultural holes’

•  Found that structural and cultural information don’t perfectly align

•  Communicative efficiency decays with citation distance specific to fields

•  Ecological sciences balkanized by jargon more so than social sciences



Future Directions

•  Continue to refine the model and our assumptions of the model

•  Generalize model to other forms of cultural communication

•  Apply to other disciplines and other non-scientific corpora 

•  Look at the evolution of cultural and structural holes 

•  Make the code available so that others can build these kinds of maps
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